TenderCare® Thermal Mother/Father/Baby
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

**Adult Wristband:**

1. Separate and remove band from carrier (waste portion).
2. Remove peel tab to expose adhesive.
3. Adjust band to fit on adult’s wrist.
4. Adhere the closure to strap by pressing.

**Infant Wristband:**

1. Separate and remove band from carrier (waste portion).
2. Thread tail thru slit.
3. Adjust band to fit on baby’s wrist or ankle and hold in place.
4. Bend tail end at arrow to pop out peel tab.
5. Adhere the closure to strap by pressing.

PDC recommends cleaning printer rollers regularly. Check with your printer manufacturer for service procedure.

**WARNING:** Wristband may restrict circulation if applied too tightly, resulting in nerve damage or tissue damage.

*When banding the infant, the wristband should fit snugly (similar to a watch band). In this way, when the infant losses excess body fluid during the first 24 hours after birth*, the ID band will not become too loose. *Reference: Maternity and Gynecologic Care. The Nurse and the Family Jensen Bobak 1985 (pg. 679)*